Part 3
UNIVERSITIES WITH GLOBAL STUDIES EDUCATION
AT BACHELOR’S, MASTER’S AND/OR PHD LEVELS

Aarhus University, Denmark

1. Name of university: Aarhus University
2. Year of foundation: 1928
3. Name of faculty where Globalistics is studied: Department of Political Science and Government
4. Name of program and year of beginning: Political Science, Social Science
5. Number of students: No information
6. Levels of study (undergraduate, postgraduate, PhD): The department has the overall responsibility for the Bachelor's and Master's degree (cand.scient.pol.) programs in Political Science, the Master's degree (cand.soc.) programs in Social Science, and the subsidiary subject programs in Social Science. The department also contributes to the Flexible Master of Public Governance (FMOL).
7. Languages of study: English, Danish
8. Short description of program: The program includes two semesters of full time course work, one term in which students carry through a project or international internship or follow elective courses, and a final thesis written under supervision in the fourth semester. The core courses are modern global history, global society, international political economy, global justice, international relations and organizations, and international project management.
9. Full description of program: The first year of the MA program consists of six core classes, taught over the first two semesters. The first semester comprises Modern Global History, International Political Economy and Global Society, which provide the foundation for the second semester classes on Global Justice, International Relations and Organizations, and Project Management.
In the second year, the students are provided with several options. They can choose to put into practice the skills and knowledge they acquired in the first year by finding an internship or they can continue with their academic track and write a self-researched project paper. Both options provide the opportunity for the students to take optional courses in the third semester in order to deepen their interest in a certain region or topic.
An internship is good a way to test one's interest in a variety of career fields and to gain practical experience. Not surprisingly, a majority of IS students choose this option. The internship takes place in an organization with an international focus, ranging from NGOs to embassies to businesses or international think tanks.
10. International agreements: Aarhus University has a bilateral agreement with the University of Greifswald, Germany.
11. Contacts (university, faculty, chairs): Department of Political Science and Government
Aarhus University, BartholinsAllé 7, Dk-8000 Aarhus C
Phone: +45-871-50000, E-mail: statskundskab@au.dk, Homepage: http://ps.au.dk/en/
Australian National University, ANU, Australia

1. Name of university
   Australian National University, ANU

2. Year of foundation
   1946

3. Name of faculty where Globalistics is studied
   School of Politics and International Relations

4. Name of program and year of beginning
   International Relations, Globalization

5. Number of students
   No information

6. Levels of study (undergraduate, postgraduate, PhD)
   Undergraduate (BA), Postgraduate (MA)

7. Languages of study
   English

8. Short description of program
   The School of Politics and International Relations has produced path-breaking work on political parties, public administration, trade unions, pressure groups, elections and political behavior. For many years the School has also focused on Australian and international public policy and public sector management and in 2002 was a foundation member of the Australian and New Zealand School of Government (ANZSOG). It houses the innovative Australian National Internships Program, and also has a successful Washington Internships Program.

   The major areas of research, teaching and postgraduate supervision are: Australian Politics; Comparative Politics; International Relations; Political Policy; Political Theory.

9. Full description of program
   Typical courses for the program in International relations are:
   – Aid and Development Policy;
   – Culture and Development;
   – Globalization: Theories, Debates, Issues;
   – History of Globalization;
   – Human Rights and Human Responsibility;
   – International Migration;
   – Migration, Refugees and Development;

10. International agreements
    Nowadays the school takes part in two internship programs: Australian National Internship Program, and Washington Internships Program.

11. Contacts (university, faculty, chairs)
    School of Politics and International Relations
    Australian National University, Canberra
    **Phone:** +61-2-612-55-111 **Fax:** 519-884-8854

    **Postal address:**
    School of Politics and International Relations
    Australian National University
    Haydon-Allen Building #22, Acton ACT 0200
    **Homepage:** http://socpol.anu.edu.au/
University of California at Santa Barbara, USA

1. Name of university: University of California at Santa Barbara
2. Year of foundation: In 1891 Anna Blake School was established. In the year of 1944 it joined the University of California.

3. Name of faculty where Globalistics is studied: College of Letters & Science
4. Name of program and year of beginning: Global & International Studies Program (1999)

5. Number of students: 12–15 graduate students each year

6. Levels of study (undergraduate, postgraduate, PhD): The program has an interdisciplinary major within the Global and International Studies Program, a highly successful MA in Global Studies, a PhD emphasis in Global Studies, and anticipates implementing a PhD in Global Studies in 2014–2015.

7. Languages of study: English

8. Short description of program: The program provides an undergraduate major that is distinctive in its emphasis on transnational processes and interactions that bring the world together across traditional national boundaries.

   The MA degree is intended to provide an understanding of the economic, political, social, and cultural forces that are shaping global organizations.

   Interdisciplinary PhD emphasis in Global Studies allows students to design a course of study focused on international and transnational issues, processes and flows.

9. Full description of program:

   The major includes two introductory gateway courses on global history, culture, and ideology on global socioeconomics and politics and is built around three upper-division core courses that provide a coherent introduction to global culture and ethics, global ideologies and world order, and global economy and development. It also affords students an opportunity to take additional courses offered by other departments and programs in the university: three in global issues and three in one particular region of the world (Africa, the Middle East, South/Southeast Asia and the Pacific, East Asia, Europe and Eurasia, Latin America, or North America). Moreover, it requires 3 years of language study, which can be fulfilled all in one language or by taking 2 years of one language and an additional year of a second language. To sum up, the Global Studies major provides a well-rounded liberal arts degree that will help prepare students for a variety of careers in the international arena.

   The two-year M.A. program combines courses from the social sciences and humanities with practical training and real-world experience. Students typically spend the summer of their first year and fall quarter of their second year abroad, taking courses and doing internships with non-governmental organizations, governmental bodies, or businesses. The program is developing partnerships with other globally-oriented educational institutions abroad, and a range of
international NGOs, for study and intern placements. Students will also take two policy-oriented workshops designed to simulate real-life decision-making situations. Non-credit workshops will also be available for interested students, providing opportunities to learn about such practical matters as grant writing and foundation funding, tracking organizational finances, information management, and computer-based technologies.

The curriculum consists of three courses per quarter. The first year includes required courses on Organizational Policy and Management, Micro/Macro Economics, International Economics, Global Trade and Finance, Transnational Forces and Political Systems, Global Governance and World Order, Theories of Intercultural Understanding, and Global Organizations and Civil Society. Students are also required to take a course on Research Methods in Global & International Affairs, participate in a policy analysis and exercise seminar, and attend a one-unit seminar that focuses on contemporary issues and internship preparation.

The second year allows students to choose courses that provide background in particular cultural/geographic regions, and focus on a career emphasis in either Global Social and Economic Development or Global Culture and Human Rights. Students are also required to take courses in an area specialization of their choice: East Asia, South and Southeast Asia, the Americas, the Middle East, Africa, or Europe. A course on Managing Development Organizations, Non-Profits and Other NGOs: Theory and Practice is also offered as an elective. The second year culminates with a required policy workshop.

PhD emphasis students must be enrolled in good standing in one of the following departments: Anthropology, Communications, Comparative Literature, Education, English, Feminist Studies, Film and Media, Geography, History, Political Science, Religion, Sociology. Each student receives guidance and mentoring from the faculty as they prepare their dissertations.

10. International agreements

11. Contacts (university, faculty, chairs)

Global & International Studies Program
University of California
Social Sciences & Media Sciences Building, 2nd floor
Mail Code 7065
Santa Barbara, CA 93106-7065
Phone: 805-893-46-68
Fax: 805-893-80-03
E-mail: webmaster@global.ucsb.edu
Homepage: http://www.global.ucsb.edu/
1. Name of university                                      The New School
2. Year of foundation                                      1919
3. Name of faculty where Globalistics is studied          Eugene Lang College
4. Name of program and year of beginning                   Global Studies (BA), Global Political Economy and Finance (MA)
5. Number of students                                      No information
6. Levels of study (undergraduate, postgraduate, PhD)     Undergraduate (BA), postgraduate (MA)
7. Languages of study                                      English
8. Short description of program                            Global Studies is offered as a major to undergraduate students at Eugene Lang College and the New School for Public Engagement.
                                                          The Global studies major offers unique opportunities for sharing experiences and coursework with programs in urban studies, media studies, and environmental studies. Global studies majors can combine their degree with one of a number of planned and existing minors (such as Middle East studies, religious studies, and gender studies) or, with their advisor's permission, pursue a double major. The curriculum is designed to allow undergraduates to study and work at the intersections of social sciences (political science, anthropology, sociology, and economics), human rights, and media. The major can also make up part of a five-year combined bachelor's and master's program leading to a graduate degree in international affairs, media studies, economics, and other disciplines. Experience on the ground is an important aspect of global studies, and the major gives students the chance to apply their knowledge in internships and fieldwork in New York and abroad.
                                                          The MA in Global Political Economy and Finance provides students with a sophisticated understanding of the world economy in historical context, the political economic analysis of the dynamics of contemporary world capitalist society, and state-of-the-art tools of political economic and financial analysis.
9. Full description

   The courses capitalize on the expertise of the university's faculties of social science, languages, media studies, design, management, and urban policy.

   Global Studies subjects offered by Eugene Lang College are:
   - Arabic;
   - Architecture;
   - Anthropology;
   - Anthropology & Archaeology;
   - Art/Design;
   - History;
   - Art/Design History & Theory;
   - Art, Media & Technology;
   - Chinese Mandarin;
   - Communication;
   - Comp, Scoring;
   - Criticism and Writing;
   - Cultural Studies;
   - Dance;
   - Design Strategies;
   - Design Studies;
   - Economics;
Globalistics and Globalization Studies

- Education Studies;
- Environmental Studies;
- Fashion Studies;
- Food Studies;
- Film;
- First Year Writing Program;
- French;
- German;
- Global Studies;
- History;
- Interdisciplinary Science;
- Integrated Arts;
- International Affairs;
- Italian;
- Japanese;
- Jazz;
- Jazz Music History;
- Latin;
- Literary Studies;
- Literature;
- Lit Studies: Literature;
- Lit Studies: Writing;
- Media Studies;
- Music;
- Music History;
- Philosophy;
- Photography;
- Politics;
- Portuguese;
- Psychology;
- Religion;
- Russian;
- Sign Language;
- Sociology;
- Social Science;
- Spanish;
- Special Design Studies;
- The Arts;
- Theater;
- Urban Studies;
- Visual Studies;
- Voice and Opera;
- Wellness;
- Workshops;
- Writing;
- Yiddish.

Global Studies Courses offered by the New School for Public Engagement are:
- Africa, Development & Diaspora;
- Arab Awakening;
- Collaborative Research Seminar: International Human Rights;
- Comparative Constitutional Law;
- CRS: Genocide & Action;
- CRS: Refugee Experience;
- CRS: Skills for Global Change – Environmental Justice and Resource;
- Conflicts; CRS: the Politics of Immigration in Action;
- Death and Rebirth: Genocide and Reconstruction in Rwanda;
- Directed Research;
- Displacement, Asylum, Migration;
- Dwelling in Dilemma – Chinese Middle Class and Cities;
- Economic Crisis and its Global Consequences;
- Europe Crisis & World Economy;
- Food, Global Trade & Development;
- Foundations of Gender Studies;
- Gender & the Middle East;
- Global Gender and Sexuality;
- Global Justice;
- Global Outlaws – Law and International;
- Governing the Global;
- Human Rights and Transitional Justice;
- Hungering for Opportunities: Food and Migrations;
- India and China Interactions;
- International Environmental Governance;
- Migrant City;
- Non-Western Approaches;
- Representing the Global;
- Social Movements;
- The Science and Politics of the Atom Bomb;
- The US and Latin America;
- Understanding Global Capitalism;
- War & Conflict in the 21st Century;
- Whose Heritage: Contested Cultural Sites.

To sum up, graduates are prepared to pursue international careers in government and international organizations, nonprofit management and development, communication media, and education.

The MA program in Global Political Economy and Finance consists of seven required courses and three electives. There is no written or comprehensive examination. The MA degree is awarded for successful completion of the required 30 credits.

The courses offered are:
- Financial Economics;
- Financial Markets and Valuation;
- Graduate Microeconomics;
- Historical Foundations of Political Economy, Internship;
- Introduction to Econometrics;
- Mathematics for Economics;
- Mentored Research;
- Principles of Financial Engineering;
- World Political Economy.

10. International agreements
The New School is currently a member of Global Studies Consortium.

11. Contacts (university, faculty, chairs)
The New School
66 West 12th Street, New York, NY 10011
E-mail: globalstudies@newschool.edu
Homepage: http://www.newschool.edu/interdisciplinary-ugrad/global-studies.aspx
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, USA

1. Name of university  
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

2. Year of foundation  
1789

3. Name of faculty where Globalistics is studied  
FedEx Global Education Center

4. Name of program and year of beginning  
International Studies (BA), Global Studies (MA)

5. Number of students  
500

6. Levels of study (undergraduate, postgraduate, PhD)  
Undergraduate (BA), postgraduate (MA)

7. Languages of study  
English

8. Short description of program  
Global Studies program offers students the opportunity to develop an appreciation for and fuller understanding of the global issues within the context of a diverse, flexible, interdisciplinary curriculum in the tradition of the University's liberal arts focus. In order to do this each student is supposed to take a total of 10 courses and must choose a theme and area studies region in which to concentrate.

9. Full description  
Courses deal with topics as diverse as the global impact of nineteenth century European colonialism; globalization and economic change; migration and diasporas; environment and human rights; global health and human reproduction; global and local social movements; and technology and patterns of cultural transmission. Such an integrated learning environment includes courses in modern foreign languages, enabling the student to develop the ability to interact and learn in a foreign environment; courses in a thematic concentration allowing the student a framework for developing critical questioning and reasoning skills; and courses with a regional focus, encouraging students to develop a fuller awareness of the ways in which global forces shape and transform regional political, economic and cultural change.

There are core courses which are offered by the university's staff:
- Agriculture, Food and Supply;
- Anthropological Perspectives on Cultural Diversity;
- Cultural Geography;
- Environmental Conservation;
- Environment and Labor in the Global Economy;
- Environment and Society;
- Ethics of Peace, War, and Defense;
- Gender and Global Change;
- Geography of the Developing World;
- Globalizing Organizations;
- Human Societies;
- International Communication and Comparative Journalism;
- International Relations and World Politics;
- Introduction to Comparative Politics;
- Introduction to World Music;
- Language and Nationalism;
- Later Islamic Civilization & Modern Muslim Cultures;
- Literature and Race, Literature and Ethnicity;
- Local Cultures, Global Forces;
- Local Places in a Globalizing World;
- People and Places;
- Population Problems;
- Sociology of Politics;
- Survey of International Development of the Economy;
- World Art;
- World Drama;
- World Literatures in English;
- World Regional Geography;
- The World since 1945.

There are also theme courses and area courses. Theme courses include courses in different areas: International Politics, Global Economy, Global Health & Environment, and Transnational Cultures. The block of area courses approved by individual area studies curricula. All they have geographical content: Africa, Asia, Latin America, The Middle East, Eastern Europe, and Western Europe.

To conclude, the curriculum in Global Studies lays the groundwork for successful careers with an international dimension in a wide range of fields.

10. International agreements

The staff is currently in consultation with two existing academic partners, King's college and the National University of Singapore, to establish exchange opportunities for students at the graduate level.

11. Contacts (university, faculty, chairs)

The FedEx Global Education Center
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
301 Pittsboro Street
Chapel Hill, NC 27599
Phone: (919) 962-5442
Fax: (919) 962-8485
E-mail: laram@email.unc.edu
Homepage: http://globalstudies.unc.edu/